Print Data Submission Guide
- Print data should be prepared by customers.
- Basically, print should be done on white fabric.
- Print image could be seen from the back side of the printed face of the screen due to fabricʼs transparency. We recommend one face print.
- Print data submission should be done by Adobe Illustrator ﬁle format along with PDF ﬁle format for double checking.
- Please use a CMYK colour mode for print data.
- Special colours such as gold, silver or ﬂuorescent colour are not supported.
- Print data should be prepared at actual size.
- Print data needs 50mm bleed on all sides.
- Please put black lines around bleeds.
- All the fonts must be outlined.
- Heavy use of Illustratorʼs special eﬀects or paths might cause errors when rasterised.
- All the comments or marks which should not be printed must put in another hidden layer with instructions.
- Image data general recommended resolution is 100 - 300dpi.
- Image data must be embedded or linked. Link method should be recommended when the image data is very big.
- Please place fonts or any important motifs escaping minimum 10mm from each edge of the ﬁnish face.
Precautions:
1. Cutting design and print design could not be synchronized.
2. We do print ﬁrst then do laser cutting. The reverse is not possible.
3. Printted images could be out of alignment by a few millimeters from original design.
4. Printed lines could be slightly slanted by a few millimeter.
5. Print should be basically done on white fabric. Sublimation transfer print has no white ink and white should be expressed as original colour of the fabric itself.
6. Printed colours on fabric could be diﬀerent from the one seen on monitor or on paper. We suggest test print for colour prooﬁng. (Test print requires a charge)
7. Ink molecules are bonded with polyester ﬁber molecules in sublimation transfer print and therefore it is resistant to UV comparatively.
However, there is still chances that colours could fade by sun light.
8. Use of printed images should be legally granted beforehand on customerʼs responsibility.
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Data Preparation Example: w900 x h1800mm
- All fonts must be outlined
- Heavy use of Illustratorʼs special eﬀects or paths might cause errors when rasterised.
- Image data must be embedded or linked.

Link method should be recommended when the image data is very big.

- Please use a CMYK colour mode for print data.
- Print data needs 50mm bleed on all sides.

Example:
Finish size w900 x h1800

- Please put black lines around bleeds.
- All the comments or marks which should not be printed must put in another hidden layer with instructions.
- Please place fonts or any important motifs escaping minimum 10mm from the each edge of the ﬁnish face.

Finish face (w900 h1800)
Fonts or important motifs within doted area (w880 h1780)
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50mm breed (w1000 h1900)
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